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The simplest pleasures
are the best.

The flavour of food cooked outdoors. The warm
glow of evenings by lantern light. These are the
moments and memories that inspire us at
Campingaz® and have done so for over 70 years.
Since 1949 we’ve enhanced people’s experience
of the outdoors and continue to innovate and
inspire through our barbecue range.
Today we still believe in that combination of
practicality and inspiration – whether cooking in a
garden, on a balcony or camping far from home.

All new for 2021
New for 2021, the Campingaz® Select, Premium
and Onyx ranges of 3 and 4 burner barbecues
offer fresh styling, innovative new technologies
and unique features to enhance the consumer’s
barbecuing experience.

New engineered design
The Campingaz® 3 & 4 burner Series models feature a new
and unique appearance, including:
• Stylish T-shaped body, side tables and lid design combining crisp edges and smooth curves
• Handles that are more substantial and have a premium feel
• A raised grilling height for increased comfort
• Sturdy side tables with convenient Push 2 Fold mechanism
• Storage space for gas bottles up to 13kg within chassis

New innovation and technology
InstaClean® Aqua
Introducing InstaClean® and InstaClean® Aqua. While InstaClean® lets the dishwasher ease the burden of clean-up,
InstaClean® Aqua also features water filled slide out grease
drawers to retain cooking residue, as well as an optional
drain and waste box with filter for easy disposal.

H2O

InstaClean® parts are removable and
fit in a dishwasher for easy cleaning.

InstaClean®Aqua Pro with drain
and waste box in each drawer.

Significantly less flare-ups

Campingaz® Attitude 2go CV

The new burner and grid design removes the requirement for burner protectors, greatly reducing flaring during
cooking, while the Campingaz® Blue Flame stainless steel
burners deliver a single row of vertical flames directly to the
grilling surface and evenly across the entire cooking area.

Introducing the new Attitude 2go CV barbecue,
the perfect balance of a handy portable barbecue
with many of the outstanding features and styling
of the current Campingaz® Attitude 2100 LX.
The Attitude 2go CV is far smaller than the Attitude 2100 LX at
65cm wide, 36cm high and 52cm deep, and weighs in at just
13kg, making it ideal for camping holidays or weekends away.
In addition to the reduced size the Attitude 2go CV is powered
by the extremely portable Campingaz® CV470 Plus gas
cartridges and features a built-in hose and regulator with
EasyClic® connection.

• Blue Flame burners are pre-attached to front flow control
panel, saving up to twenty minutes construction time
• Additional heat shield protects any electrical wiring from
overheating
• The side burner gas line is manufactured from stainless
steel for increased heat protection

Versatile cooking and grilling options
with Campingaz® Culinary Modulars
Pizza Stone
Paella
Wok

Rotisseries
Poultry
Roaster

Cast Iron
Modular Grid

Simply take out the inner ring of the cast iron Culinary Modular
Grid and insert one of the various Campingaz® Culinary
Modular Barbecue Accessories including; Paella pan, Pizza
stone, Wok and Chicken roaster.

Model specific features include:
• Backlit serigraphy on the one touch InstaStart® ignition
• Improved door hinges
• Improved rubber over moulded wheels or swivel caster
wheels.

A feature-rich mini barbecue

A more extensive product portfolio

• Blue Flame burner ensuring even heat delivery
• Enameled cast iron cooking surfaces
• Front loading grease tray for easy clean-up
• Die cast alluminium lid to retain heat and ensure efficient
convection grilling
• Comfortable carrying handles for effortless lifting
• The barbecue comes preassembled straight from the box,
saving on construction time.

Campingaz® now provide a complete range of barbecues
with clearly categorized features for all consumers, including:
• Portable barbecues for camping and weekends away
• Barbecues for balconies and restricted spaces
• Full size family barbecues
• Planchas for convenience and cooking versatility

Along with innovative design, this lightweight and extremely
portable barbecue is packed with innovative features:

New barbecues for 2021

(For full range including existing carry over models see our 2021 Price List)

Select

Premium
3 Series Select S

4 Series Select S

Onyx

3 Series Premium S

4 Series Premium S

4 Series Onyx S

3

4

3

4

4

Grid layout

Grid/grid

Grid/grid

Grid/reversible griddle

Grid/reversible griddle

Grid/reversible griddle

InstaClean®

Aqua (Basic)

Aqua (Basic)

Aqua (Pro)

Aqua (Pro)

Aqua (Pro)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Number of burners

Culinary Modular System
Accelerated heat-up time

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Blue Flame Burner Technology

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Push 2 Fold side table

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Powerful 2.3 kW side burner

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cylinder storage capacity

6kg

6kg

13kg

13kg

13kg

Warming rack

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Fully enclosed body
with double wall doors
and styling kit

Chassis construction
Wheels
Ignition

Front panel with
condiment shelf

Front panel with
condiment shelf

Chassis with doors for
additional storage

Chassis with doors for
additional storage

2 robust turf wheels

2 robust turf wheels

4 swivel castors

4 swivel castors

Heavy duty castors

Electronic

InstaStart® ignition with
illuminated safety controls

Piezo

Electronic

Electronic

Marketing support
Digital

In store

As well as product and lifestyle images, key Campingaz®
barbecues will be supported by our interactive 3D renders
allowing the consumer to select a barbecue model and get
‘hands on’ by viewing from all angles and manipulating any key
parts or features.

Campingaz® understands the importance of displaying products effectively in store and offer eye-catching solutions to
best showcase the Campingaz® barbecue range.
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